Briefing 1:
1. Include everything you can find on the designated place.
2. Include something uplifting into your first slide.
3. Include up to date information about COVID-19.
4. Include local resources for the specific area on the corresponding slide.
5. Include large scale maps rather than directions.
6. Put specific locations on a map (pin locations).
7. Include addresses and hours of operation of every location included in the slides.
Briefing 2:
1. Slides are due by 10 a.m.
2. 16 Hour flight day
3. IAP due tomorrow 11/20/20 @ 2 p.m
4. Plan for weekend: students update critical information
5. Situation report for Hailey (commander)
6. Gillette county has 1 ventilator being used
Briefing 3:
1. Got in around 3 a.m
2. Half of the team flew to Cheyenne
3. Heading to hospital to speak to county officials and hospital representatives
4. IAP is very critical: missing contact info, hospital info, structure info ect.
5. Press release by Governor of Wyoming announced federal resources coming in
6. PIO: Allowed to release info: anything from the press release
7. Team members still arriving
8. There are no rules for covid: public places are still open at full capacity
9. If traveling in vehicle with another team member N95 mask must be worn
Briefing 4:
1. 12 hour shifts 7 am - 7 pm
2. Orientation at 1 pm for staff catch up
3. Mission critical packages of PPE flown in from Washington
4. 1 Doctor in surgery
5. Air ducts pull air in, all air is filtered, air ducts pull air out
6. Meet tomorrow (11/21/20) @ 1:00
Briefing 5:
1. News article information is okay to share with the public
2. Undercover reporters present a huge risk when the location of responders is open to the public
3. Mall shooting in Wisconsin
4. If a group member isn’t participating report to commander

Briefing 6:
1. Community spread rate is at 36%
2. Hospitals are starting to see a problem
3. Patient capacity is slow, shipping out ventilator patients
4. Other hospitals are starting to deny patients (rapid city & billings)
5. Only 3 ambulances for the hospital
6. Available beds are likely to fill up by 11/24/20-11/26/20
7. Sewage testing shows a higher rate of COVID
8. Mask shamed in a restaurant
9. Regular shipments of PPE coming in from Washington
10. Hospital is largely closed on the weekend, no testing Saturday or Sunday
11. Open carry state
12. Cheyenne crew was moved into a different hotel, prostitution, drugs, and homeless were
staying in the hotel.
Briefing 7:
1. Girl’s parents dying of cancer and coronavirus all went into the hospital at once, mom has
hours left to live, dad also has hours left to live.
2. Doctors, nurses, paramedics ect dealing with tragedy 12 hours a day 14 days in a row.
3. UNMC is the best hospital in the entire country as far as infectious diseases
4. Governor of Nebraska refuses to mandate masks
Briefing 8:
1. 11/23/20 met with hospital admin
2. Representatives from Washington DC went down to discuss hospital operation
3. Hospital request for team to stay needs to be in by Tuesday 12/1/20
4. ER was full, all beds were full 11/23/20
5. 10 am - 3 pm group evaluation of the hospital
6. Hold briefing for seniors Monday morning
Briefing 9:
1. CS: picked up overnight, COVID unit is full with no beds left
2. Wing of hospital is under construction that can fit medical tents of the team
3. ER has 3-4 patients that have no available beds
4. Patient in cardiac failure with no bed
5. Request put in to the state to have team reloaded or extended
Briefing 10:
1. Federal IAP: new info is in text color blue
2. Team asked to extend for 2 weeks
3. Sophomores and Juniors continue to update the IAP on off-cycle (until Monday)
4. COVID unit expanded into a separate hallway
5. Schedule google meet for Sunday @ 1 pm

6.
7.
8.
9.

Ordered 15 thanksgiving meals
Local media and national media @ 3 pm (Wyoming time)
Team member out of uniform picking up food, getting called a sheep for wearing a mask
Government will be distributing vaccine mid December, tier 1 individuals will be vaccinated
first
10. 30,000 people vaccinated already, side effects include a sore arm
11. Vaccine will not be mandatory
12. Vaccine ingredients are healthy, safe, and tested
Briefing 11:
1. Started using the pre surgical beds for covid
2. Two responders had to go home
3. The emergency coordinator for the region came up from Colorado
4. Officially getting reloaded( getting reloaded by Oklahoma 1)
a. Should be in by tomorrow afternoon
5. 12 hour window when no team members are helping the hospital
6. Command will NOT turn over to the seniors
a. Going back to yellow status
7. Mr.C should be getting his vaccine in a week or two
a. Two vaccine series (take the shots three weeks apart)
8. 3 out of every 10 people that get tested have covid
9. Coal miners are going into work sick with covid( still not wearing masks)
10. Helped a covid patient say goodbye to his family from his hospital room
11. Beds are filled within 20 minutes of patients dying from covid
12. Working on documents to help responders get home
a. State guidelines for going home

